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Questions and Answers #1 Related to the RFP for  

Comprehensive Printing and Graphics Services 
 

 
1.  Please clarify page count, example:  11 x17   4 paper & 4/0 means 4 color 
process/0 1/0 means one color/0 Did you want 4/0? 
 
ANSWER:  Please provide an estimate for 1 set of letters to mail, per the RFP - 200 
individual letters and 2,000 individual letters, printed black ink only. 
 
2. Would I be able to see a sample?  Physical or pdf .   
 
ANSWER: See Appendix 1. (https://www.ctpf.org/post/non-investment-procurements -
Comprehensive Printing and Graphics Services RFP)   
 
3. Is this a black plate change ONLY or are there two distinct versions  
 
ANSWER:  
There are two different versions of the newsletters, with similar layouts but content and 
design varies per issue.  These are separate projects and are not always printed 
simultaneously.  
 
4. On the business cards, always cost effective to print multiple names at a time, saves 
a lot.   If possible, I would recommend quoting at least 4 names at a time. 
 
What you can do for example:    500 for Becky, Sandy needs 250, 750 for Lupe and 500 
for Maria. 
 
ANSWER: Yes, we understand it is cost effective to print multiple names at a time. In 
some cases we will, but periodically; it would be one set. Please provide the estimate 
for one set of 250 and 500.  
 
5. Could you please clarify what is being asked for under a. in  D. Project Estimates and 
E. Billing? Is there anything additional needed for E. a. if estimates provided under D. a. 
? 
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ANSWER: A Project estimate are just a listing of projects and does not require action. 
The actual specs are listed in Appendix A – the actionable item.  
 
Item E asks for your rates for the items that will be quoted in Appendix A. If you have 
any fees or expenses that you believe make your firm more cost effective than others or 
if you are unable to charge the lowest rate for our projects, please explain. For example, 
if you routinely offer a discounted rate for government work that CTPF might qualify for, 
you might note that here. If you are not able to offer CTPF that rate, also note that here.  
 
6. Under H. Sample Contract or Agreement a. We do not have an MSA as we are a 
small company and do not typically work under contract, but under job by job basis. We 
would be happy to negotiate from CTPF-drafted MSA if this is not a problem. 
 
ANSWER: CTPF will work with selected winning vendor(s) to draft and negotiate a 
mutually acceptable MSA. 
 
7.  G. Insurance, Liability, Confidentiality, and Litigation c. We do not currently have a 
separate policy specifically for cyber risk, but could add this to our policies. What is the 
minimum coverage required to be considered? 
 
ANSWER: CTPF will work with selected winning vendor(s) to identify a minimum for 
cyber risk coverage based upon the associated risk. 
 
8.  J. Required Disclosures (ii) One of our owners is a Board Member of the Waukegan 
School Board and was appointed to the Board of the Waukegan Schools Foundation. 
Her contributions to the Foundation have exceeded $1000.  Do any of these disqualify 
us from consideration?  
  
ANSWER: Section J requires the disclosure of information as one of multiple areas for 
evaluation of proposals.     
 
9. J. Required Disclosures (iii) We produced one job for Illinois Policy Institute for under 
$500 in February 2015. Does this disqualify us from consideration? 
 
ANSWER: Section J requires the disclosure of information as one of multiple areas for 
evaluation of proposals. 
 
 
 


